HOW TO Guide ….
Fit Your CBE / C-Line Sockets
The CBE and C-line range of frames, surrounds and inners creates hundreds of possible combinations. This allows your
van to be developed with a unified look to the 240v and 12v controls, rather than a mish mash of different designs,
colours and sizes.
The wide choice of combinations also allows you place the switches and sockets just as you’d like them.

Tools required:

materials required:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Pencil
Drill/Driver
54mm hole cutter
Small flat head screw driver
Small Philips screw driver
Optional voltmeter

12mm x 3mm countersunk wood screws
Masking Tape
Various 12v cable (component dependant)
240v Artic Flex 2.5mm (for 240v sockets)

In this how to guide we will assume that the wiring and cable from the leisure battery or 240v main supply are
correctly fused, prior to connection to the CBE and C-Line units.
(We have other guide on how to wire in a 12v leisure battery, or 240v power management system).
It is important to note however, that any 12v or 240v socket or switch must have the correct in-line breaker or fuse to
prevent potential electrical shock or fire.
All 240v installations should be checked and certificated by an appropriate qualified individual.

Instructions
Fitting of frames and inners
The frames and surrounds are available as single, double or triple sizes. The inners are entirely interchangeable.
A 54mm size hole is required to be drilled centrally to fit each switch or socket. ①
The easiest way to find the required centre for drilling is to use the frame and surrounds as a template.

First position the frame and surround on the front surface in the required position. Once you’re happy with its
position draw around the inner frame with a pencil, you’ll be drawing a square for each of the inners, so a single,
double and triple will require 1, 2 and 3 squares to be drawn respectively. ②
On some surfaces it can be useful to place 50mm masking take under the frame and surround so that you can easily
draw the positions required.
Accurately measure and mark the centre of each square. ③

Drill out the centres with the 54mm drill bit. ④ ⑤

Mount the 3 inners and any back boxes being used into the frame ⑥
(Don’t wire the sockets connections up just yet).

Position the frame and inners within the holes drilled and centralise the inners to the holes, when you’re happy with
the position screw the frame in place with small screws (12mm x 3mm counter sunk) ⑦

When the frame is secured the inners will be held in place by the frame. The size of the hole in relation to the inners
creates a shoulder for the inners to rest against, this means that the inners can’t be pushed through the hole with
pressure from the front. Therefore, there is no danger of the inner coming loose when you plug in a 240v or 12v
appliance.
The outer frame clips in place over the frame securely and can be popped off with pressure applied on the outside
edge with your fingers.
You now have the position of the sockets, switches and frame marked and secured with screw.
Disassemble the surround and frame. Bring any wiring required through the 54mm clearance holes and connect to the
sockets and switches as required (More on this later).
Remember to leave a bit of slack in the cables to make the wiring easier. Reassemble the frame and inners using the
existing screw holes as markers.

Individual inner socket and switches wiring
requirements
Below is a quick over view of the various cables and connections the individual CBE and C-line components will
require to work correctly.

12v usb or 12v socket (cigarette type fitting) :
The 12v Socket has a maximum load rating of 120 watts. This means that a fuse no greater that 10 amps needs
to be used.
Twin core 16 amp cable can be run directly from your leisure battery, or via your power management system. If
the connection comes from the leisure battery make sure that the fuse box or in-line fuse you fit is close to the
leisure battery position.
Connect the (+) and (-) cables to the terminals using 6mm fully insulated spade connectors. ⑧ ⑧a

12v socket with aerial connection :
Wire the 12v socket as in the above instructions.
Your Aerial connection lead should fit straight into the back of the CBE socket. ⑨ On both 12v and aerial
connections ensure this is a little slack on the cable and that the connections aren’t taut.

4 way fuse holder :
One thing to point out is that both the input cable and output cables on the back of this units are (+). There are
no (-) connection on this unit. This is because the fuses on the front of this unit are in-line fuses running from a
single (+) 12v input cable coming from your leisure battery. With this in mind, it is best that this (+) input cable
from the battery is suitably rated to cover the power requirements of all 4 outgoing cables (+) that service the
12v appliance.
0.3mm 44 strand cable will be more than adequate for the input cable rating, the individual output cables
should be rated 8-16 amp depending on the power requirements of the individual appliances.

Run a suitably sized cable (See above) from the (+) of your leisure battery to the Spade connector on the back of
the unit. (Marked A in the image above) ⑩. Fuse this cable as it comes off the leisure battery (+) with a
separate in-line fuse so that the cable length from battery to the 4 way fuse unit is itself fuse protected.
As mentioned previously the outgoing cables from the 4 way fuse holder are (+) only and run to the (+)
connection on your appliances. The (-) connection from your appliances can be earthed onto the metal of your
van, close to the appliance. Alternatively, the (-) cable can be returned to the leisure battery (-) terminal.

12v light switch :
This is an in-line switch, and therefore only has the (+) cable running through it.
⑪ Shows the terminals marked with the input /output. (Standard switch with no led indicator)
⑫ Shows the terminals marked with the input/output (for switches that include a led indicator).
⑬ Shows the terminals marked for double switches
The cable used can be single or twin core rated @ 8-14 amp (See our How To Leaflet on How To Install Your
Lights.)
Ensure that the (+) cable is fused close to the leisure battery or runs through a fuse on your Power Management
System.

12v light dimmer :
Similar to the 12v light switches, the 12v light dimmer is fitted in-line of the (+) cable. The (-) connection
required is for the led indicator on the dimmer. The (-) cable from your light unit can be run to earth to the
chassis of the van or returned to the (-) of the leisure battery.
The dimmer can also be used as a light switch, if the controller is turned completely anti-clockwise it will turn
the light off.
As with the standard 12v light switch, ensure that the (+) cable runs through a suitable fuse close to the leisure
battery or within your Power Management Unit.

240v sockets :
A 240v socket requires the mains power entering it to be run through an MCB and RCB unit inside the van, cable
then runs from the MCB fuse box on to the CBE 240v socket.
A mains power installation should always be installed or tested by a qualified electrician prior to use.
In some instances the Power management unit may have integral trip switches (Commonly referred to a
consumer unit) – This is the case with the Bonus PMS3 unit which often fitted into campervans, alternatives are
the Sargent EC160. In other installations the consumer unit is separate from the Power management interface,
(PC100, PC200 and PC180 units) but connects to both the 240v sockets and the 240v battery charger.
This short description doesn’t cover the more technical points of installing 240v power, (This can be found in
other How To Leaflets).
The image ⑮ below shows the cable connections to the socket assuming that it has been correctly run through
suitable MCB and RCD breakers.

Battery condition monitor / voltmeter :
The battery monitor can be tapped into any of your 12v circuits, it doesn’t require its own wiring loom. This is
because it is only measuring the voltage and not consuming power. With this in mind the installation is very
simple.
The Voltmeter/battery condition monitor has (+) and (-) cables extending from the back of the unit.

Find a suitable existing 12v wiring circuit that your battery monitor can be connected to, this can be an existing
lighting circuit, 12v pump or 12v socket.
Remove the fuse from its holder so that there is no power running thought the circuit.
Cut the (+) and (-) cables of the circuit, ideally the cables should be cut in close proximity to where you would
like to fit the voltmeter, if this isn’t possible you may need to extend the cables of the voltmeter to allow them
to reach the cut cable. Twist in the (+ Red) and (- Black) cables of the voltmeter into the corresponding (+) and
(-) cables of the wiring loom.

Reconnect the cut cables to include the cables from the Voltmeter.
Reinstall the fuse and test the Voltmeter/battery Condition Monitor is working and reading the correct voltage.
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